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Features include Realistic Ball Physics, new player models for over 50 national teams and nearly 50 National Teams; real-time athlete information, such as new displays of
fatigue, injury, and fitness levels; enhanced cover and shootout match engine with new Cover Dance mechanic; all-new 3D free kicks and FKs; improved AI for defenders; re-
designed midfield play and key passes; new collision and animation-based physics engine that reacts in real-time to player movements and actions; new core attributes that
power the game's signature player skills; improved player functions such as hair-styles and hairstyles; new top-to-bottom gameplay adjustments for a deeper, more tactical

experience, with options for enhanced or Classic AI. FIFA 22 introduces "HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected from 22 real-life players playing
a complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture suits. The data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to power FIFA 22
gameplay. New to FIFA 22 is "HyperMotion Technology," which uses motion capture data to power the physics, ball control and player attributes of the game. You can see the

technology in action in the new matchmaking demo, which you can play on your PC as well as on select PlayStation and Xbox consoles, where it will be playable in full. Key
Game Features Precision Ball Physics: The first FIFA title powered by the realism of the world's best players, the ball physics engine is an all-new, more accurate physics

engine based on the countless hours of motion capture data collected from the world's best professional players. PhysX powers the ball handling and power of the ball while
also allowing for higher levels of detail and accuracy in the animation of players and the balls. Real-Time Player Fatigue and Injury Detection: FIFA 22 features a new fatigue

detection system powered by a player's position on the pitch, with features including adjusted hit ratings for players with fatigue and injury, reduced stamina for players
facing fatigue and increased stamina for players with injured or undamaged stamina. Players with fatigue and injury will be taken out of a game to recover and will be marked

with yellow and white rings, with the rings becoming larger as the injury or fatigue progresses. Injury status will also display in-game, with players experiencing an injury
lasting five minutes or more displaying as white crosses, players injured for ten minutes or more displaying

Fifa 22 Features Key:

Both a living, breathing and visceral new football experience, and the definitive team based football game today.
Unlock players, kits and more with new Ultimate Team packs and the deeper new Carpet* system.
Explore 70 authentic venues across the globe from the 1950s to the present, and 28 stadiums from around the world.
Drive all-new, deeper and more rewarding Player Career mode full of improvements and innovations.
Enjoy Real Player Motion Capture for better, more realistic player movement.
Enjoy authentic player and team AI that uses real-world game data to challenge and beat you, up to a level 12.
Enjoy customizable, authentic kits of all global teams, along with authentic uniforms for all 19th-century clubs.
Enjoy the introduction of player traits, exposing new ways for you to customize your team.
Experience full-blooded, explosive football, including a host of goalkeeper and defender enhancements.
Enjoy a compelling, story-driven opening to reveal the world around you in The Journey of discovery.
Enjoy an enhanced online experience, with customisable Pro Clubs, all-new Gamemodes including Champions League and FUT Off Base

Fifa 22

EA SPORTS FIFA is the world’s most authentic sports video game franchise, featuring the entire world’s top professional clubs and players from more than 30 leagues around
the globe. Defend your team on the pitch with more than 250 real-world leagues and teams. Most important features The Team of the Year Dominate every aspect of the

pitch with an elite squad of athletes, from pass masters and ball hawks to relentless strikers, who combine expertly with your players to build potent attack-minded lineups.
Take your tactics on the road with the ultimate manager mode and personalise each of your players with the ultimate variety of kits, boots and hairstyles. A dynamic engine

that powers the game for the most realistic and authentic gameplay experience. Real Confrontation with a more balanced and reactive gameplay engine. A dedicated physics
engine that adds a layer of realism and truly immerses you in the action on every corner of the field. A fully articulated defence system that creates authentic, fluid and

balanced challenges at every turn. All-new player impact system. More variety in gameplay: more ball juggling, more acrobatics and more running and more skill from your
players. World-class animation from the most authentic high-end animation studio in the world. Assist Goal System gives more control to your defenders. New Attacking AI,

more intelligent opponents and individual offensive styles. Use of all players on the team during set pieces. New contextual menus: access stats & numbers from anywhere on
the field. Tactical menus: get any view of the game with the press of a button. New match engine: all matches now have double-digit minute detail. New goal camera: get the

most out of every angle of the action with the highest zoom available in a FIFA game. Style in all the details and tailor your team’s kits, training facilities, player-related
features, and more. Unlock unique player attributes and your own squad kit. Train and improve your players as they go through short training courses that help set them up

for the pitch. Play with an all-new licensed cast of real players. Use a fourth-person camera to get a new perspective on the action with all your favorite active footballers.
More immersive gameplay interactions with other players and the ball. Your defence: bc9d6d6daa
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Rumble the pitch in Ultimate Team, the only mode that lets you build an all-star squad with only your favourite players. Every signing in FIFA 22 adds new, challenging options
in gameplay, while at the same time preserving the authenticity of playing as the real-life players who have made those moves. The new Matchday Atmosphere feature will
provide a totally fresh experience, with multiple changes to the gameplay depending on the stadium setting, the weather and pitch conditions. Solo Career – Go solo, for a
more immersive experience that isn’t reliant on your teammates or friends. Choose one of eight career paths and create a Pro who’s as different as your personality. Then
build your squad, and take the field in Solo Career mode in Career Mode. FIFA TRAINING MODE -FIFA Training Mode is the most accessible way to master your skills, and
become a better player. Use all of the new features to practice your skills, such as controlled movements, shot assists, and dribbling. PLAYER IMPROVEMENTS AND MINOR
FEATURES - You’ll notice that FIFA’s gameplay engine has been significantly improved with all the new features including: smarter algorithms for players performing
intelligent celebrations, improved slide tackles and player animations, and a new player ID system that make player identification easier than ever. TEAM PLAY – Unlike
previous FIFA games, Team Play lets you play with up to 4 players at a time. Line up your best squad, and let the AI take on your virtual friends. Choose the scoring system
and the length of the match from the match settings screen. NEW UPDATES - The FIFA Ultimate Team stat tracker has been completely redesigned for all the new content in
FIFA 22. And there is a new quick ‘Fulfilment’ feature that lets you browse through your available cards right from the match screen. PLANT YOUR TEAM’S STAR – There’s a
revolution in the way you can customize your team and your stadium: plant your squad and their stars in the pitch using Plant Mode. They’ll sit and take it all in during live
matches, and their reaction is bound to create a new level of immersion. FUT – Introducing a brand new way to play: The FIFA Ultimate Team experience is now more
customizable, more accessible and more engaging, and offers exciting gameplay opportunities to any gamer. REAL TEAMS AND LIVES – The license holders for the U.
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What's new:

See All Action – get a bird's eye view of the court from new on-screen technology. Enjoy in-depth stats and data for players, defenders and offensive players. New player traits, cards and settings let you suit up with a new
style and feel every match. New behaviours enhance match play with innovative improvements including improved ball control and new reactive animations for all players. In-depth Player Traits – Read defensive and offensive
player cards to learn more about an opponents playing style. New to the Opponent Design in FIFA 22 is a whole new level of club set-up and sponsorship ability. The new simulation rewards each club set-up with new tactical
capabilities. Players can now set up their opponent's stadium and kit before the match and select from three types of pitch. New Authentic Traits – Experience interactive crowds that line the streets around stadium entrances.
New goal celebrations. No longer is the trophy simply given to you by developers, instead it is earned after every game, which means that players can compete against the environment around them to claim matches. Live The
World’s Game - Watch all 20 leagues from around the world compete simultaneously at FIFA World Cup™ 2019™ in all-new FIFA World Cup™ Live at the Barclays Premier League, UEFA Champions League™ or UEFA Europa
League™. Also watch the Pro League in 6 brand new countries. Player & Clubs Exchange - Exchange your favourite teams with other players to quickly build your custom squad. Clubs & Player Exchange Postcard - Send them a
postcard after completing your first World Cup™.

Huge Selection

38 stadiums with new authentic kits from 9 of the world’s biggest brands, including Liverpool, RB Salzburg and AC Milan.
Two ways to play offline - with your friends and without.
Road to Glory - any player - any team - any approach, choose which to pursue in a series of consecutive 9-a-side challenges to become FIFA World Cup™ champions. Receive rewards for winning and earn bigger rewards for
playing more matches to your heart’s content.
New de Noël - receives a Christmas present every week for a month with the draw vehicle, a Monte Carlo bay horse, and a bottle of Crimean ouzo. The draws become an interactive game of dog-food.
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EA SPORTS FIFA 22 Features "Temperamental" is a word rarely used when referring to the beautiful game of soccer, but that is exactly what it means for FIFA players. FIFA is
the ultimate soccer experience, a game where the decision making that impacts the outcome is nearly instantaneous. Multiple controls, mouse cursor options, and key
combinations are available in FIFA, providing players an accurate representation of what happens on the field. With more than 350 maneuvers and a state-of-the-art engine,
players can dictate the flow of the game and take control with precision. Intuitive Gameplay New Features for Fans and Players EA SPORTS™ FIFA Ultimate Team™ is back
and better than ever with more ways to improve your squad. The All-Time Team™ returns, for the first time with over 200 real-world players that can affect your gameplay.
Huge Team of the Year Update Improved Highlights, Depth Control, Storylines, Performance Ratings and Card Packs Team of the Year returns with a massive update. Players
can now be more than just a name or number, and more than just a player card. Players’ unique stories allow them to shine. And you can pull inspiration from some of the
best of the best with All-Time Teams. On top of the great new content, highlights are more robust, depth controls allow you to make better tactical decisions and performance
ratings let you see who truly dominates each position on the pitch. New Team Styles, New Tactics, and New Timed (team) Styles make it easier than ever to take advantage
of the tactical versatility of FIFA Ultimate Team. Simplified Manager Experience You now control the entire match day experience, from starting lineups, to substitutions, to
player purchases and managing different team roles. More control over team roles with the new Team Tactics view Optimized to a Galaxy-S6 device Back-of-the-Card Guide
Laptop, Tablet and Mobile Skins, Stadia Virtual Reality Experience, Player Ratings and more. Add your favorite club's official match day mascot to change your team’s theme
Buy your favorite player and create a line of Play, Create and Customize cards Get players into your Starting XI and make substitutions Sell and trade your players Safeguard
for injuries, suspension and ban from competition Be a manager
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